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Design data are created in multiple systems because their purpose and specialty 
are different. Yokogawa has been developing a plant data transformation platform that 
checks the consistency among data distributed across various systems and enables the 
interoperability of the data by applying ontology technology to database operation and 
management. This platform will make it possible to quickly and reliably resolve data gaps 
and inconsistencies between the plant design and instrumentation systems, ensure their 
reliability, and provide high-quality engineering services. This paper describes through the 
value architecture analysis how this platform technology will also help solve social issues 
related to the SDGs and explains its core technologies and application examples.

INTRODUCTION

Various design tools are used to construct plants, and the 
consistency among the design data is checked manually. 

This is also true for the engineering of instrumentation 
systems. As the scale of plants has increased in recent 
years, there is a growing need to improve the efficiency of 
engineering by using digital technology. Among the new 
products, services, and business models created by the 
evolution of digital technology, digital transformation (DX) is 
attracting attention. The “Guidelines for Promotion of Digital 
Transformations”(1) published by the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry (METI) in December 2018 notes that the 

use of data and digital technologies will bring about sweeping 
changes in business.

Meanwhile, the SDGs, a collection of international goals 
for solving social issues and achieving a sustainable world, 
were adopted at the United Nations General Assembly in 2015. 
Companies today are strongly required by society to identify 
these issues, help solve them through their business, and 
achieve overall harmony(2).

In partnership with its customers, Yokogawa is leading 
the transformation through DX to achieve the goals defined 
in the SDGs. As one initiative, Yokogawa is developing a 
platform that processes data as a semantic data model to 
improve the interoperability among design data created by 
multiple systems for different design objectives and roles.

This paper introduces the core technologies of this 
platform and its usage examples, and also discusses the future 
prospects.
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ISSUES, BACKGROUND, AND THE SDGS

In overseas projects for constructing large-scale plants, 
the requirements for delivering documents such as design 
documents and specifications have been changing. Plant 
owners ask engineering companies to deliver a large amount 
of electronic plant design data in a format that is consistent 
with conventional documents (typically, on paper), to safely 
and economically operate and maintain the plant as well as 
for future modification and expansion. In addition, the scope 
of the requirements is extending from design documents 
and specifications drawn up by engineering companies to 
documents and electronic data delivered by equipment and 
device vendors. Using various tools, each department in charge 
creates these data for plant construction, reconstruction, and 
extension. It takes an enormous amount of work and a long 
time to make these data sets consistent with each other.

Yokogawa uses the plant design data as the input for 
integrating instrumentation systems. This work mainly 
involves combining various items (equipment, information, 
and people) and ensuring integrity among them. Much of this 
labor-intensive work is performed manually and thus prone to 
human error; the work needs to be made more efficient. Ideally, 
human workers should not be involved in the integration work 
but should instead concentrate on issues that cannot be solved 
without human imagination. These include human-to-human 
or company-to-company issues, which require imagination or 
communication among humans.

In response to these market demands, we are analyzing 
from the perspective of the SDGs what issues Yokogawa 
should address. Specifically, we focus on Yokogawa’s strengths 
of plant design and engineering and perform analyses using 
the Value Architecture method(3). The first target SDG is 
related to improving the efficiency of constructing industrial 
infrastructure. Among the eight targets of SDG 9 “Industry, 
Innovation and Infrastructure,” this is related to 9.4 “By 2030, 
upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them 
sustainable, with increased resource-use efficiency and greater 
adoption of clean and environmentally sound technologies 
and industrial processes, with all countries taking action in 
accordance with their respective capabilities.” The second and 
third goals are related to SDG 8 “Decent work and economic 
growth.” They are 8.2 “Achieve higher levels of economic 
productivity through diversification, technological upgrading 
and innovation, including through a focus on high-value added 
and labour-intensive sectors,” and 8.5 “By 2030, achieve full 
and productive employment and decent work for all women 
and men, including for young people and persons with 
disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal value.” Both goals 
aim to maximize human values.

To help solve these SDGs, we set the goal of providing 
high-quality engineering services by automating the detection 
of data discrepancies and inconsistencies between plant 
design and instrumentation systems, and then by constantly 
ensuring the reliability of such data. Repeated analyses using 
Value Architecture identified the following two issues to 

be solved. First, information expressed in different forms 
should be treated as one and the same thing in the integration 
work. Therefore, it is necessary to automatically collate and 
transform the information and maintain overall consistency 
in the best and most efficient way. Second, over a long period 
of operation, new systems are introduced into a plant. Such 
systems must be able to process the existing design data to 
ensure compatibility.

A digital technology-enabled system that enhances the 
interoperability of data is expected to solve these problems. To 
meet this expectation, Yokogawa is developing a platform that 
transforms plant data. This will lead to achieving SDG 9 “Build 
resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization 
and promote innovation.”

PLANT DATA TRANSFORMATION 
PLATFORM

In general, when definitions of data requirements and 
their formats are unified or interchangeable, any computer can 
understand the meaning of the data. However, this approach 
is often unsuitable for settings in which data are exchanged 
among people with diverse roles or among a wide variety of 
tools. To solve this problem, we are developing an ontology-
based platform. The following sections explain the two key 
technologies for implementing this platform in plants.

Core Technology 1: Intelligent P&ID and ISO15926
W he n a  pla n t  i s  de s ig ne d ,  e qu ipme nt ,  p ip i ng , 

instrumentation, and other elements are conventionally drawn 
by general-purpose CAD software as mere symbols, which 
are not connected to the relevant data. This detailed design 
drawing, called a piping & instrument diagram (P&ID), 
evolved into an intelligent P&ID and has dramatically 
improved the efficiency of engineering, procurement, and 
construction (EPC) work(4). “Intelligent” comes from the 
fact that elements drawn by the P&ID in accordance with 
predetermined rules can be connected to a database. When 
needed, it is possible to call up data such as the size and 
material of equipment, piping, general valves, control valves, 
and safety valves.

However, plants usually run for a long time and survive 
their design systems, and so the original system is not available 
when a plant needs to be renovated, extended, and so on. In 
addition, different design systems are used for various other 
reasons. As a result, a problem of data incompatibility has 
emerged. Therefore, the ISO15926 standard was introduced to 
integrate plant data in the process and power industries in an 
intelligent and structured manner. ISO15926 is mainly used for 
exchanging P&IDs and other information in the EPC phase. 
Another purpose is to transform these data into equipment 
information for plant operation and maintenance.

Core Technology 2: Ontology
In general, there are two approaches in AI technology. 

One is data-driven AI, which derives laws and relationships 
from large amounts of data by using mathematical models Figure 2 Merits of ontology
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be solved. First, information expressed in different forms 
should be treated as one and the same thing in the integration 
work. Therefore, it is necessary to automatically collate and 
transform the information and maintain overall consistency 
in the best and most efficient way. Second, over a long period 
of operation, new systems are introduced into a plant. Such 
systems must be able to process the existing design data to 
ensure compatibility.

A digital technology-enabled system that enhances the 
interoperability of data is expected to solve these problems. To 
meet this expectation, Yokogawa is developing a platform that 
transforms plant data. This will lead to achieving SDG 9 “Build 
resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization 
and promote innovation.”

PLANT DATA TRANSFORMATION 
PLATFORM

In general, when definitions of data requirements and 
their formats are unified or interchangeable, any computer can 
understand the meaning of the data. However, this approach 
is often unsuitable for settings in which data are exchanged 
among people with diverse roles or among a wide variety of 
tools. To solve this problem, we are developing an ontology-
based platform. The following sections explain the two key 
technologies for implementing this platform in plants.

Core Technology 1: Intelligent P&ID and ISO15926
W he n a  pla n t  i s  de s ig ne d ,  e qu ipme nt ,  p ip i ng , 

instrumentation, and other elements are conventionally drawn 
by general-purpose CAD software as mere symbols, which 
are not connected to the relevant data. This detailed design 
drawing, called a piping & instrument diagram (P&ID), 
evolved into an intelligent P&ID and has dramatically 
improved the efficiency of engineering, procurement, and 
construction (EPC) work(4). “Intelligent” comes from the 
fact that elements drawn by the P&ID in accordance with 
predetermined rules can be connected to a database. When 
needed, it is possible to call up data such as the size and 
material of equipment, piping, general valves, control valves, 
and safety valves.

However, plants usually run for a long time and survive 
their design systems, and so the original system is not available 
when a plant needs to be renovated, extended, and so on. In 
addition, different design systems are used for various other 
reasons. As a result, a problem of data incompatibility has 
emerged. Therefore, the ISO15926 standard was introduced to 
integrate plant data in the process and power industries in an 
intelligent and structured manner. ISO15926 is mainly used for 
exchanging P&IDs and other information in the EPC phase. 
Another purpose is to transform these data into equipment 
information for plant operation and maintenance.

Core Technology 2: Ontology
In general, there are two approaches in AI technology. 

One is data-driven AI, which derives laws and relationships 
from large amounts of data by using mathematical models Figure 2 Merits of ontology
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and algorithms. Examples include machine learning, deep 
learning, data mining, and statistical analysis.

The other approach, logical knowledge-based AI, derives 
necessary answers and knowledge by using knowledge 
represented on a computer. Examples include knowledge 
representation, Rule-based processing, and ontology(5).

Concept of ontology
Ontology is a concept or mechanism for defining the 

meaning of information and aims to make computers mimic 
how humans understand the meaning of information. In 
other words, ontology is a framework that systematizes 
common concepts and rules to show how a target domain is 
perceived and describe it in a form that can be understood by 
any system. The semantic (meaning) data model is human 
knowledge constructed on a computer by using this framework 
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 Ontology and a semantic data model

An example is illustrated in Figure 2. The left part 
shows a P&ID of a tank and a reactor connected via a valve. 
The right part is a semantic data model that allows humans 
and computers to understand this structure in the same way. 
The model shows that the tank has a tag name of E-1, data on 
diameter and height, and the condition of being connected to 
the pipes.

The concept of ontology in the AI field was conceived 
in the 1990s. However, it did not spread widely because there 
was neither high-performance hardware nor highly-skilled 

people available for constructing the knowledge for ontology. 
A specific ontology cannot be created easily by collecting 
domain knowledge in the field; it must be created by a person 
who is able to look at things comprehensively and build a 
knowledge system from the collected knowledge, which makes 
it time-consuming and costly to train and develop ontology 
experts. To overcome this issue, we focus on the field of plant 
and instrumentation and use a bottom-up method. We first 
create an ontology for small parts, expand the areas laterally 
and upward, and then gradually build an ontology that covers 
the whole structure.

Plant data transformation platform
We are developing a plant data transformation platform 

based on the above two core technologies. The platform has 
ontologies specific for each plant design data and generates 
semantic data models from the plant design data. The platform 
also has ontologies specific for each engineering data and 
generates engineering data from semantic data models. It can 
also transform a semantic data model into another model based 
on ontologies of each data. These features enable the platform 
to transform any plant design data into engineering data via 
semantic data models. All these transformations are performed 
by the plant data transformation platform (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Plant data transformation platform
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This platform specializes in comparing semantic data 
models from different tools to ensure data consistency. Once 
the ontology of a design tool is established, the platform can 
generate the semantic data model of the data used in that 
tool. Since it has ontologies of various tools, the platform 
can transform semantic data models into engineering data 
(e.g., simulation model) used by those tools. Furthermore, by 
collecting ontologies of different design systems, it can create 
a higher-level ontology, which means that this platform will 
continue to evolve. In addition, treating semantic data models 
as graphs in graph theory facilitates mathematical processes 
such as data integration and comparison.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

This section describes some usage examples of this 
platform.

Automatic Generation of Simulation Models
Dynamic Simulator simulates the dynamic behavior 

of a plant and creates a plant model. An operation training 
simulator uses this model.

To build this plant model on the simulator, the target 
part is checked on the P&ID, and the corresponding units are 
arranged and connected on the model editing screen of the 
simulator. Next, the design data of the equipment are input and 
then adjusted to the heat and mass balance values obtained from 
Steady State Simulator, which calculates the steady state of the 
plant. Many of these tasks are manually performed by engineers, 
but this platform can automate most of them. Figure 4 shows 
the flow of generating a plant model for Dynamic Simulator. It 
is possible to generate a plant model for Dynamic Simulator by 
merging information from the P&ID and Steady State Simulator 
Model. The P&ID, which is the blueprint of the plant, contains 
information on the layout of all equipment and piping but very 

little data on individual equipment. On the other hand, Steady 
State Simulator Model contains the calculated data of major 
components. Advantageously, this platform can build the model 
more efficiently by merging information from both tools, as 
described below.

After importing the P&ID and Steady State Simulator 
Model of a continuous distillation process, the plant data 
transformation platform generates semantic data models 
for each. Both models contain information on the type of 
equipment, connections, and flow directions. Figure 5 shows 
connections among each equipment (indicated with frames). 
The information in the connected red frames is from the 
P&ID, and that in the connected blue frames is from Steady 
State Simulator Model.

Each frame has information about the type and tag 
name of equipment. Based on this kind of information and 
the topology of the connection, the platform determines the 

counterpart of each frame. The scope for merging proposed by 
the platform is indicated by the green dotted lines in Figure 5. 
When the user approves it and executes the merge, frames 
with the same attributes are merged (Figure 6).

The platform then transforms the merged model into a 
semantic data model for Dynamic Simulator and automatically 
generates a simulator model, which used to be created 
manually by engineers while checking all information.

Application to Plant Construction
To start up a plant as planned, the following issues need 

to be reduced.
 • Possibility of unexpected problems
 • Backtracking work
 • Man-hours

Project management tends to become complex because 
multiple engineers with different responsibilities work in 
parallel.

To deal with this problem, the following issues need to be 
improved.

 • Accuracy of the work in the upstream process
 • Efficiency of data transfer among workers
 • Flexibility of project scheduling

The plant data transformation platform verif ies the 
consistency among plant design data and reduces the need for 
human intervention. In addition, the platform automates the 
configuration work for systems, shortens the work period, and 
improves the quality of the work. This makes it possible to 
delay the start of instrumentation work until the work in the 
upstream process is completed and thus reduce the percentage Figure 5 Graphical representation of a semantic data model

P&ID Steady State Simulator Model

Figure 6 Graphical representation after merging
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Figure 4 Flow of generating Dynamic Simulator Model
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counterpart of each frame. The scope for merging proposed by 
the platform is indicated by the green dotted lines in Figure 5. 
When the user approves it and executes the merge, frames 
with the same attributes are merged (Figure 6).

The platform then transforms the merged model into a 
semantic data model for Dynamic Simulator and automatically 
generates a simulator model, which used to be created 
manually by engineers while checking all information.

Application to Plant Construction
To start up a plant as planned, the following issues need 

to be reduced.
 • Possibility of unexpected problems
 • Backtracking work
 • Man-hours

Project management tends to become complex because 
multiple engineers with different responsibilities work in 
parallel.

To deal with this problem, the following issues need to be 
improved.

 • Accuracy of the work in the upstream process
 • Efficiency of data transfer among workers
 • Flexibility of project scheduling

The plant data transformation platform verif ies the 
consistency among plant design data and reduces the need for 
human intervention. In addition, the platform automates the 
configuration work for systems, shortens the work period, and 
improves the quality of the work. This makes it possible to 
delay the start of instrumentation work until the work in the 
upstream process is completed and thus reduce the percentage 

of the instrumentation work included in the critical path of the 
entire project. As a result, it is possible to carry out the project 
with a more flexible schedule. These effects solve the problems 
described earlier and thus the project is more likely to be 
completed as planned.

We are developing several applications that leverage the 
functions of this platform. One automatically generates a DCS 
control application from a P&ID and another automatically 
generates the graphics of the human-machine interface (HMI).

APPLICATION TO PLANT OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE

Faced with increasingly complex business processes, 
plant owners need to maintain various plant facilities such 
as systems, equipment, and devices in an optimal state 
throughout the long plant lifecycle. Currently, however, plants 
depend heavily on experienced operators and maintenance 
workers to do this, and there are additional problems to be 
solved to operate plants in a human-independent manner. 
In particular, the longer a plant runs, the more the actual 
plant systems, equipment, and devices deviate from the plant 
design data, and thus the more difficult it is to maintain the 
consistency of information across departments. As a result, 
tasks such as site surveys arise repeatedly.

With the plant data transformation platform under 
development, it is possible to maintain electronic plant design 
data for a long time while maintaining consistency. By using 
these data throughout the plant lifecycle, it will become 
possible to operate and maintain plants more efficiently. 
This will increase plant productivity and reduce risk. In Figure 5 Graphical representation of a semantic data model

P&ID Steady State Simulator Model

Figure 6 Graphical representation after merging
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addition, it will help achieve SDG 9.4 “By 2030, upgrade 
infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, 
with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of 
clean and environmentally sound technologies and industrial 
processes, with all countries taking action in accordance with 
their respective capabilities.”

CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a plant data t ransformation 
platform that transforms plant design data into engineering 
data for specif ic applicat ions. Plant design and plant 
engineering will continue to evolve in the coming DX era. Our 
platform will facilitate this evolution and make a significant 
contribution to the SDGs and other social goals.
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